
50th Anniversary of the Devastating Floods in East Devon.
The 10 July 2018 will be the 50th anniversary of one of the worst natural 
disasters to strike East Devon.  The occasion was a major summer storm 
which affected a large part of East Devon, creating one of the worst flooding 
events the area has witnessed.  
The Environment Agency, together with Sid Vale Association, are commemorating 
the awful floods of July 1968. They are holding a free exhibition of historic flood 
photographs and maps.
The event will be held during the weekend of 7th & 8th July 2018 at Kennaway House,
Sidmouth, EX10 8NG.  Open times are from 10.30am to 4pm each day.
Chris Khan, Flood Risk Officer at the Environment Agency said “This is one of the 
biggest floods we have recorded in Devon. Many communities that we work with,   
were affected.  
 “We would like as many people to come along and see the free exhibition whether 
they are a local resident or on holiday.  We know there are individuals and 
communities who may have photographs. We would love them to come and share 
any memories and photographs they may have”. 
The impacts were immense including the loss of main A30 bridge at Fenny 
Bridge as well as bridges at Tipton St John and Upottery being affected.   
Sidmouth, Colyton, Honiton, Newton Poppleford, East Budleigh and Ottery St 
Mary all had significant flood damage. The Otterhead reservoir was also 
washed away. Unfortunately a number of people lost their lives.
“We hope as many people will come along and enjoy the exhibition. “

“Flooding is dangerous and can happen very quickly. The effects can be devastating. There 
are a number of things you can do to prepare for flooding to keep yourself and your family 
safe. Find out if your home is at risk, sign up for flood warnings and be ready to take action. 
Visit https://floodsdestroy.campaign.gov.uk/ or call Floodline on 0345 988 1188.”

https://floodsdestroy.campaign.gov.uk/

